2017 q7

The second-generation Audi Q7 is all-new for the model year and debuts Volkswagen Group's
new MLB Evo platform, which features lots of high-strength steel and aluminum body panels to
significantly lower overall vehicle weight. Other changes include bolder styling and a more
luxurious interior with more available technology. The full-size crossover is available in two-row
five-passenger and three-row seven-passenger configurations. Although the Audi Q7 will be
offered with several powertrains, only one engine will be offered initially: a supercharged 3. A
Tiptronic eight-speed automatic will send power to all four wheels via the automaker's Quattro
all-wheel-drive system. Other engine options will include a turbocharged 2. Although not
confirmed for the U. On-sale date and EPA ratings for these potential drivetrains are
forthcoming. In addition to its all-new, lighter by around pounds chassis and chiseled looks, the
Q7 is available with lots of high-tech features including LED headlights, Head-Up Display HUD ,
Audi virtual cockpit with high-res The system was able to avoid a collision in the low-speed mph
autobrake test and reduce vehicle speed by 23 mph in the high-speed 25 mph autobrake test.
The forward collision warning is part of the standard Audi pre sense city. Other standard driver
assist tech includes Audi pre sense basic and Parking system plus with rearview camera and
front and rear sensors. We were impressed with our first drive of a pre-production Audi Q7
through the Namib desert in southwestern Africa on unpaved surfaces. We concluded: "Drives
of this nature are useless for assessing things such as wind and road noise or on-road
handling, but I can vouch for the Q7's road isolation and seat comfort Visibility is great, and the
touchpad and rotary-push knob HMI remains wonderful. This will be an easy vehicle to love. It
feels far more agile and carlike than beforeâ€¦". We learned far more about the Q7 in our first
test of a U. We liked how the crossover performed on the road, and though we experienced
some hiccups with the advanced safety systems, we praised the traffic jam assistant feature. In
summary, we said, "The Q7 is comfortable, luxurious, quiet, technically compelling, good
enough to drive, and, most important, quite an appealing option in a lucrative and growing
segment. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this
figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Cost Breakdown. Lightweight, nimble chassis
Powerful engine options High tech infotainment and safety features. Single engine choice at
launch Gets pricey with options. Vehicle Summary. Key Competitors. All Model Years We first
met the Audi Q7 10 years ago. Historians will note that it was Audi 's first ever SUV. Still, 10
years is a long time on the vine for any vehicle, especially one that plays so squarely on the
premium luxury side of the street. In January, the all-new Q7 finally hits dealer lots. Let's start
with its looks. Unlike the first-generation Q7, the all-new version doesn't resemble the stunning
Pikes Peak quattro concept. Sure, the previous car looked like a baked potato from certain
angles, but what a sexy spud. The new kiddie-hauler, built on Volkswagen Group's MLB Evo
platform, features plenty of the jaw-dropping metal-bending skill we've come to expect from the
VW Group since the seventh-gen Golf debuted. When you get a chance, examine the character
line that begins at the headlight and flows into an arch over the front wheel, disappears into the
front door, and re-emerges two-thirds of the way down the rear door before terminating into the
taillight. Simply masterful, especially considering the doors are aluminum and the rest of the
body is steel. Trouble is, unlike the last one, the new Q7 just doesn't look good. Great details
like the "double arrow" headlights yes, but overall? Plain Jane. But hey, this is an Audi after all,
and if the outside looks don't wow you, the interior surely will. What an interior! The nicest
change is Audi's move away from red graphics to much more elegant and mature white lettering
on the buttons. While the Q7 is fractionally narrower than the rig it replaces, you'd never know
that from looking at the dashboard, which features a long row of rec-tangular air vents that trick
you into thinking it's wide. I can't get enough of Audi's virtual cockpit, the It's big, bright, lovely
to look at, and easy to use, and I predict many competing manufacturers will offer something
quite similar, quite soon. Specifically the big, zoomable map, as well as the ability to shrink the
speedometer and tachometer, freeing up valuable real estate. As has long been the case, Audi's
open-pore woodwork is the envy of most. The Q7 is not perfect. But it is quite excellent. Most
criticisms can be spun away. Speaking of valuable real estate: "Why are we even doing this?
His 7-year-old sister seemed to fit pretty much OK. I decided to toss some kids in the way back
because I'd earlier tried to shoehorn in my 5-footinch self and literally could not fit. I know what
literally means. But once I was sitting in the third row, I simply could not flip the seat back into
place. My knee was in the way. Now, you can individually slide each middle seat forward a few
inches, and it does make the third row tolerable for a 9-year-old. Still cramped, and now the
second row is no bueno, too. Why didn't theyâ€”or couldn't theyâ€”stretch MLB Evo out
another couple of inches? Dunno, but to me this is problematic. Kids eventually turn into
teenagers, after all. All that said, with the seats pushed all the way back, the second row is quite
commodious. Audi chose to launch the Q7 by sending us auto journo types on an eight-hour

romp through some of the most beautiful parts of California's northern wine country. That's
Napa, Sonoma, and Mendocino for you terroir geeks. First big impression is that the Q7 is calm
and quiet. Audi did an amazing job tamping down road and more importantly tire noise. No easy
feat, especially with the big optional wheels and tires. I had a chance to drive a few different
Q7s, including one with standard steel springs and a couple of others with optional air
suspension and all-wheel steering. Here's the part Audi's not going to like: The standard
suspension feels better. True, the air suspension allows for 4. I'll even allow that yes, having the
rear wheels move in parallel up to 2. But I prefer the way the standard car drove. The steel
springs were less bouncy, and as a result the Q7 felt better tied to the pavement. We're talking
about 10 percent better than the air-sprung version, and either setup allows the Q7 to ride
incredibly well for a 2. Well, in the case of the latter, 5, pounds, as we were able to get a highly
optioned Q7 to our test track. The last gasoline-powered Q7 we ran numbers on had the old 3.
Thanks to a whole bunch more aluminum, you can see for yourself that the Q7 is lighter than
the car it replaces. But our scales don't jibe with Audi's claim that the new rig is pounds lighter.
Still, considering how much equipment and capability the second-gen Q7 has added, a couple
hundred pounds less lard is a step in the right, light direction. For now, the only engine
available on the Q7 is the 3. Of course, Audi also said its diesels were clean. Speaking of which,
you can't get a TDI Q7 for now, and there's no word on when you will be able to. All I could get
out of Audi people was "when it's ready. The Q7 is the platform mate of the Bentley Bentayga ,
so we know that the 4. The 3. All that forward thrust is good for a time of 5. The new Q7 can stop
from 60 mph in feet and complete our figure-eight test in For comparison, the Volvo needs feet
and Both tall wagons pull an average lateral grip of 0. The Q7 is thick with safety aids. Traffic
jam assist uses the radar cruise control and a high-mounted camera not only to keep up with
traffic but also to stay in the lanes. You can even take your hands off the wheel for a few
moments say, to open a water bottle and the Q7 won't drift into a wall. In theory. In reality, I took
a mile road trip using TJA most of the way, and it worked most of the time. On two occasions,
however, the Q7 began forcibly applying the brakes for no perceptible reason. The lane keeping
would work only intermittently, similar to how the same system worked on the new A4 I drove.
Turn assist is a safety system that prevents you from turning into oncoming traffic. Weirdly, it's
only active if you put on your blinker. One would think that the person who doesn't bother with
a turn signal would be more prone to getting T-boned. Anyhow, Audi had an engineer demo turn
assist to me. It worked two out of three times. Good, but not good enough. No manufacturer's
system is truly ready for prime time, though. I clearly remember a Mercedes-Benz S-Class trying
hard to accelerate me into the back of a merging semi truck. Most criticisms can be spun away:
The third row is meant for children; traffic jam assist kept me out of at least one accident; the air
suspension is intended for those that spend time in the mud. The Q7 is comfortable, luxurious,
quiet, technically compelling, good enough to drive, and, most important, quite an appealing
option in a lucrative and growing segment. And what about the refreshed Mercedes GLS? Or the
Range Rover Sport? Until then, and regardless of the outcome, I fully expect the Audi Q7 to be
another chapter in the ongoing Audi sales success story. Audi is on track to sell nearly ,
vehicles in the U. You can trace every sale back to a not so distant ancestor: the Pikes Peak
quattro concept. First shown at the Detroit auto show, the Pikes Peak quattro was part of a trio
of concepts that blueprinted Audi's future. Taken as a whole, the three represent the most
comprehensive and well-sorted set of concept cars ever shown. In terms of impact, the R8 has
done more to lift Audi in people's minds than any other vehicle. That's one of the main reasons,
if not the main reason, you build supercars. The A5 is little more than a design master flexing
his or her design muscles. But in terms of stuffing euros into Ingolstadt's coffers? No vehicle in
Audi's history can hold a candle to the cha-ching of the Q7 or the importance of the Pikes Peak
concept. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Audi Q7 owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. We have been to the
dealer multiple times and they say they fixed it and updated the software, but it still is horrible.
The dealer dismisses the problem even though we have multiple videos of the issue happening.
Our iPhones are up-to-date on Apple software, we are connecting with an apple cord and it is
dismal. Audi should run down the autobahn and ask their cousins what they are doing. Back up

camera and sensors were useless. Front and rear sensors for parking could not determine
proximity to walls, other cars or objects. I had experienced temporary screen freezes before
where the system rebooted itself, but in this instance it did not. It required a service visit for a
software update. Diagnosed as "faulty 5F module". Module replaced under warranty. No
problems since repaired. Then one day we are driving down the road and the computer shuts
down and resets itself! Bluetooth audio constantly skips and carplay skips on occasion. It took
over 6 weeks to obtain a replacement. Car had less than miles on it when it failed". This controls
all the electronics in the car so it is not trivial. It was a total waste of money to have this
installed. We relay on our cell phones for driving directions, as even the manual entry process
does not work properly. The GPS or radio screen remains active and doesn't clear during this
process. I have to start and then turn off my car times before the panel will retract. This happens
intermittently and not on a constant basis. I tell my service advisor about the issue every time I
take my car in for service. Each time they say that they have never encountered the issue before
and cannot reproduce it. Nothing is done to resolve the issue. I often have to use my phone for
navigation which works better. I couldn't use any of the navigation, bluetooth, etc. The same
phone has been used in the car since day one and one day just unpaired itself requiring a re
read of the manual to find out how to pair the phone. It is very glitchy. I have to go through the
process of re-pairing the phone manually each use. The module was replaced and everything
has worked fine since then". Also, rear hatch opened by itself on several occasions. We have
experienced times when the key fobs did not work, the car would automatically lock or unlock
and the navigation system would freeze up. They include radio volume issues, blank cameras,
windows that won't go up or down or go down when you initiate up commands, soft close doors
that work only when they feel like working. I ask for firmware update every time it is serviced but
nothing seems to help. Thankfully, it lasted a few seconds. The dealer replaced a failed part as
authorized by Audi. The excellence was that Audi contacted the dealer and required an
additional repair. I can't tell this car anything. Will not navigate properly, call phone book
numbers, or really recognize my voice for any commands at all". In my truck you can speak and
send text messages hand free. With the Audi you can not. Very sad and unsafe with the number
of messages sent these days. Then the next day it works fine. Voice control navigation is a total
waste of time. Dealer just does not want to address the issue. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
They fixed it immediately. Was told it was normal on the Q7". Audi replace all my brakes on all
four tires under warranty. Especially since I purchased the car in New Jersey and relocated to
California and only put on 6, miles in California. I had to have the rotor turned and new pads
installed. This worked for a while but recently the pulsation and wear have shown up again. This
car is mostly driven on the highway and not driven hard by any means. I am having to have
these rear brakes replaced by my mechanic as they have not held up and in my opinion should
never have caused any problem. Love the car and the rest is just great but the premature brake
problems have me disappointed with Audi overall. At first I used the brakes to control speed
going down the mountain. But when brakes wore out prematurely, the dealer suggested using
engine braking. Much better. This is too expensive and I had to replace the brakes at 30, miles!
Had to replace rotor to fix issue. Condition existed when purchased used. I contacted Audi's
dealer who told me the company had no warranty on this. Had them turned by an independent
mechanic and the problem came back at about 20,km. Got progressively worse until recently
when I finally gave up and had a friend who teaches auto mechanics at a community college
replace the front and rear pads and rotors with after market performance ones. The car
performs like new after this expensive replacement. Love the car but hate the brakes so far and
would never buy another Audi based on their poor service and corporate policy of no
responsibility. Checked with several dealers of other cars and most stand behind their vehicles
which cost half the price of the Audi. I had my brakes and rotors replaced in ". I eventually had
to have my mechanic replace the brakes on all 4 wheels with after market parts to get the
problems resolved. The rest of the car is great although over complicated. The brake problems
started at km and it has taken until the car is 3 years old to resolve. Then one day they were
squeaking all the time on a clear day. The dealership tried to blow me off until they drove the
vehicle and heard the squeaking. After several days Audi corporate authorized the dealer to
replace the brakes". Complaining about squeaking allowed dealer to charge some of the break
repair to Audi to fit rotors. This was not resolved until brake pads were replaced. Dealer said
this squeaking was normal for this model not a defect. I took it in twice to get it fixed but it still
squeaks. The Audi dealership here in Bakersfield, Ca. I will not be taking back to this dealership
for repairs. I will have to take it in to the dealership where I purchased the vehicle in Pasadena,
California, it's about a 1 1. I love the car but hate the squeaking. Also, the Bakersfield dealership
that it was common to have this issue with this year and make of car. Vendor indicates that this

is normal due to the type of brakes they are. It has been over a year and no follow up on this
issue. Replaced on a recall. The sunroof was replaced due to noise. Not what I would expect
from a luxury vehicle". Audi rectified it by replacing the brake pads but it took an excessive
amount of time and cost use money. Relates to poor quality brakes and flawed engineering.
Hope my new after market performance brakes solve this problem. Very annoying. Deler didn't
fix it first time I took it in but they say it is repaired now as a result of a recall". I was originally
told nothing could be done but after 2 years they came up with a solution since many owners
complained. Service dept. I have been waiting for an appropriate time to have Audi take a look,
but am uncertain how likely it is they'll be able to fix this issue". This has been noticeable since
day one of owning the vehicle and has been taken to the dealer two times. They say that it is
"normal" and on par with other new Audi Q7's. I honestly do not believe the dealer, however I do
not know what else I can do so I deal with it. There is also a rattle coming from one of the
speakers on the front driver's side". Again noise only happens during cold weather. Otherwise
the Q7 has been a solid car and a joy to drive. It took at least 3 visits toget it fix. The last time at
the dealeat it took over a week. Not sure it is fixed. It did not leak". I have had the car in at least
4 times to fix. They even replaced the door panel to no avail. There is a TSB from Audi but the
fix is not available to dealers for over 10 months. The dealer replaced the rear seat frame. That
solved the problem for a while. Then the rattle returned. Later it developed a squeak in the
driver door that the dealer said was fixed, but it immediately returned. This car had the standard
suspension with run flat tires. The ride was very, very harsh. I couldn't believe it when I checked
KBB before looking for a new car. I was very, very disappointed with the Audi Q7. I will never
own another Audi. I wanted to give you my opinion of the AUDI because my feelings about that
car are so strong. Like I said, after all the squeaks and rattles, the fuel rail problems, the harsh
ride, and the beating I took when I traded, I'll never own another Audi. It was a trim priece on the
rear seats. Trim rattle noise improved but taking back one more time to fix underlying rattle".
Seems to stop after about 5 minutes and they warm up. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. While on a trip the rear steering system failed which caused the car to crab. To go
straight the steering had to be dramatically corrected to the right for the trip back home. The
next morning I took the car to the garage where they informed me that it was dangerous to
drive. The car was taken in to service three times. The first two times the fix did not work or
sustain. Needed a flat bed to tow. Dealer attempted to correct issue using the following process:
1. Lubricated steering column plastic washer by firewall - didn't eliminate noise. Replace lower
steering column - didn't fix noise 3. Brought car to Audi of Mendham last week and they agreed
to replace upper steering wheel column under warranty even though I have 55 K miles - feel
confident this action will correct the noise. Otherwise the Q7 has been a solid car and a joy to
drive". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. I had take the SUV to the dealer for fixing the problem". Intermittently did not
work due to short circuit". The rest I have to dig the key out of my bag and press the buttons on
the key". The display screen goes up and down on its own. The windows have done the same.
And when my dog falls out the back of the vehicle, that will be my imagination as well. I feel my
problem is being ignored". I think they have all self corrected as in the next I drive they are
gone. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings,
rust. Dealer replaced it with no charge. Most notably the drivers side sun visors. Sounds petty
At one point the broken visor and electronics drained our battery to the point the car would not
start and had to be jumped. Battery and alternater tested and were both fine, it was the short.
Really expected more from a car of this price and calibre. It has only continued to get worse
over time until now, at 1. I have had many people ask me what those spots are. I have used only
the car wash that I have used with all my previous vehicles including my BMW also German and
previously an escalade 10 years and expedition 10 years. I purchased all extended warranty
packages including paint protection. Never have I seen anything like this. My dealers
suggestion was to use my auto insurance and make a claim through them. I called audi canada
and they basically said it was normal wear and tear. I wrote a letter to their headquarters in
Toronto 4 months ago and absolutely no response. I know I am not the only person with this
problem. This seems to be particularly common on European built vehicles. I believe the trim is
polished aluminum with a protective coating. This coating seems to be defective. Although the
trim on the rest of the vehicle seems to be the same material, it does not show any unusual
characteristics. It appears only on the trim round the windows. Very expensive to repair since
all the door panels must be removed to access the trim mounting. Does not feel good to have
spent this amount of money on a vehicle and them have Audi turn around and treat you as

some sort of idiot consumer. I guess I am since I purchase an Audi. When we first purchased
the Audi my wife loved it and we were going to purchase another. Needless to say we are not
purchasing another. Stuck open, flooded engine, shutting down other cylinders. Dealership
took 3 weeks and 3 visits to identify problem". The fuel injector rails were replaced due to a
possible leak issue. They fixed it without incident. We did not notice there was any problem. I
had a loaner for three weeks". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. It was
an enormous distraction. It was not a benefit to me but a deterrent. Always resolves by itself".
Cannot use either adaptive or regular cruise control due to the failure. I don't know the
difference between these two systems, so I checked both boxes. As the service manager told
me, some of the technology isn't ready for prime time. First situation: I was driving on a divided,
four-lane highway in the right lane, approximately 75mph. No cars anywhere near me, no cars in
front, no cars approaching on the other side of divided highway. Nothing in the road. The
system suddenly cut power and started braking, forcing me to pull over to the emergency
shoulder. There was a large big rig sufficiently far behind me that there was no danger of my
being hit. I sat in the car, heart pounding, wondering what had happened. Audi had no
explanation, but suggested I lower the sensitivity setting on the system from Medium to Low. I
did that. Second incident involved a left turn. I was waiting in a left turn lane for opposing traffic
to clear. When it did, and oncoming traffic was far away, I started my turn. As I crossed into the
first lane of oncoming traffic, the system stopped me cold, leaving me in the path of the
oncoming traffic, just waiting to be t-boned. Fortunately, the traffic braked and did not strike me.
That was it for me. I turned the system off. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The computer had to be replaced after Germany
was contacted to send a new computer. I ad a loaner for weeks, waiting the new computer,.
Seems to work ok now. I've taken it to the dealership 4 times in 2 months. The first time was
right before I took my car in for the 30K mile services. Technician told me that there was a slight
leak at the gas cap. Turned the light off. Did nothing to correct problem. I returned to dealership
and once again was told there was a slight leak in gas gap. They did nothing. Returned to
dealership and was told they couldn't find the issue and would have to research it. Picked it up
a week later. That was a week ago and the dealership still has my car! Couldn't tell you what
that is. Overall the service provided was excellent. Audi insists this is normal. Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. A dealer checked the computer and
said there had been a failure of the electronically operated radiator cooling shutter but that car
was safe to drive. Drove back home with car intermittently shutting off on highway at high
speed! Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Very evident in roundabouts
or parking lot. Dealer said they are all like that and it's an Audi thing. BS in my book,
transmission needs new programming. Works better in sport mode, but that is not the point.
Answered my survey after dealer visit and when asked if I wanted the dealer or Audi of North
America to contact me, I indicated Audi NA and that was 3 weeks ago and no contact.
Everything else about the SUV is a dream. I find their response to this, several others on
internet have been given same lame excuse by dealer BS. See my previous response". The
supercharger clutch was defective". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. It has to do with an inherent problem with the turbo clutch. I believe they
are spraying something on it so when they test drive it no problem occurs. I have called Audi
USA about it and all they do is note it in a file from my call. You can find this issue on line from
hundreds of other owners. Audi will not admit there is a problem. I am considering bringing in a
consumer reporter to do a story on this issue. Told this was normal sound. Big Lie! BMW and
Mercedes have both fixed similar problems. However, Audi folks are still denying there is a
problem. I wish I knew about this before I purchased the car. Power or manual windows, locks
and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. I bought this certified preowned. Caused a 4 foot crack through your
window. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Covered under warranty". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate
now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in
error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Audi Q7 Change Vehicle. Typically, those of us with long
commutes can't wait to get out of the car at the end of the day. Not so with the redesigned Audi
Q7. This luxury three-row SUV has proven so capable, slick and pampering, that it is now our
top-rated model among all luxury SUVs. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall

Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Car had less than
miles on it when it failed" Daniel I. Will not navigate properly, call phone book numbers, or really
recognize my voice for any commands at all" Benjamin B. Normal routine brake wear "i can't
remember whgat Audi Service did to my squeaking brakes. I had my brakes and rotors replaced
in " Anonymous, Audi Q7 3. Not what I would expect from a luxury vehicle" Hugh D. Deler didn't
fix it first time I took it in but they say it is repaired now as a result of a recall" Anonymous, AZ
Audi Q7 3. I have been waiting for an appropriate time to have Audi take a look, but am
uncertain how likely it is they'll be able to fix this issue" Benjamin B. There is also a rattle
coming from one of the speakers on the front driver's side" James R. Trim rattle noise improved
but taking back one more time to fix underlying rattle" Anonymous, NJ Audi Q7 3. Alignment
"Fixed at dealer. Otherwise the Q7 has been a solid car and a joy to drive" Anonymous, Audi Q7
3. I feel my problem is being ignored" Howard S. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The trip under
the back bumper keeps comming loose" Philip G. Fuel injection system "Defective low pressure
fuel injector Cylinder 1. Engine computer "During the coldest days of the year the the computer
engine failed from some kind of malfunction. Ha" J J. Radiator " miles away from home
suddenly got an electronic warning indicating engine problems and see dealer. Rough shifting
"In the std drive mode the first 3 or 4 gears out of 8 total just seem to jump when starting from a
slow roll or a stop. See my previous response" David B. Clutch replacement "I still have not had
my clutch replaced,or repaired. Sunroof "Sunroof weather trimming not adhering to the car.
Turbo or supercharger "Coolant line to turbo leaked do to defective supply line. See All Trouble
Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura MDX. Audi Q7. BMW X5. GMC Acadia. Lexus GX.
Lexus RX. Lincoln MKX. Mercedes-Benz GLE. Tesla Model X. Volvo XC This score shows
whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year,
calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. A
sudden loss of loss of steering control may increase the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details.
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Volkswagen is recalling certain Audi Q8 and Audi Q7
vehicles. The bolt connecting the steering shaft to the steering gear may loosen, possibly
resulting in a loss of steering control. What should you do:. Volkswagen will notify owners, and
Audi dealers will inspect and, if necessary, replace the steering shaft bolt, as necessary, free of
charge. The recall began March 31, Owners may contact Audi customer service at Volkswagen's
number for this recall is 36A1. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. A fuel
leak in the presence of an ignition source can increase risk of a fire. The left and right fuel rails
may leak fuel. Audi has notified owners, and dealers will replace the left and right fuel rail, free
of charge. The recall began February 28, Audi's number for this recall is 24DP. Volkswagen is
recalling certain model year Audi A7, A4, A6, Volkswagen Golf and Tiguan vehicles and
Volkswagen e-Golf vehicles for driver frontal air bags, passenger frontal air bags or head air
bags that may not deploy properly. Additionally, certain Audi Q7, A4 Sedan, A4 Allroad, and
Audi Q5 vehicles are being recalled because the seat belt pretensioners may not activate
properly. Volkswagen and Audi will notify owners, and dealers will replace the affected air bags
and seat belt pretensioners, free of charge. The recall began April Owners may contact
Volkswagen customer service at or Audi customer service at With a loss of power steering
assist, extra steering effort will be required, especially at lower speeds, increasing the risk of a
crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain model year Audi Q7 vehicles manufactured November 11,
, to November 23, In the affected vehicles, the electric power steering assist control unit may
short circuit resulting in a loss of power steering assist. Audi will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the steering rack, free of charge. The recall began November Volkswagen's number for
this recall is 48M5. Potential Number of Units Affected: 8. If the side marker lights do not
illuminate, the vehicle may be less visible at night, increasing the risk of a crash. The affected
vehicles may have been programmed with new software that inadvertently makes the side
marker lights inoperative in conjunction with the parking lights or the headlights. Audi will
notify owners, and dealers will upload revised software to correct the issue, free of charge. This
recall began November Volkswagen's number for this recall is 97CB. If the third row seat does
not remain in its adjusted position, there may be an increased risk of injury to an occupant in

the event of a crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain model year Audi Q7 vehicles manufactured
August 30, , to July 10, In the affected vehicles, the third row seat back may move forward under
load, such as in a frontal collision. Audi will notify owners, and dealers will install an additional
support bracket to the seat, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin in November
Volkswagen's number for this recall is 72F8. Air bags that deploy with excessive force may
increase the risk of injury. Volkswagen is recalling certain Audi Q7 vehicles manufactured
August 30, , to May 8, Due to a software issue within the air bag control module, the frontal air
bags may deploy with more force than required in certain crashes. Volkswagen will notify
owners, and dealers will update the air bag control module software, free of charge. The recall
began September Volkswagen's number for this recall is 69O3. Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

